
El Camino: Course SLOs (BSS) - Childhood Education

Fall 2017
Assessment: Course Four Column

ECC: CDEV 104:The Home, The School, The Community

Course SLOs Assessment Method
Description Results Actions

SLO #3 Impact of Communities upon
Families - Assess the impact of
educational, political, and
socioeconomic factors on children
and families by identifying effective
strategies that empower families in
children’s development.

Inactive Date:

Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 2017-
18 (Fall 2017)

Course SLO Status: Active

Input Date: 10/19/2013

Comments::
Standard and Target for Success:
Due to the survey being completed
in small groups, I projected that 90%
(or higher percentage) of the
questions would be answered and
recorded.

Related Documents:
CDEV 104 - SLO#3 Fall
2017.class.activity.pdf

Action: It would be nice to bring in
a specific guest speaker (ie: a
Freedom Writer from Long Beach,
CA) which would cost money
(estimated $200- $500, depending
on guest). I have looked into this
possibility, but am not sure there
is a budget for this resource. The
FW speakers have very powerful
messages and since students are
required to read the FW book
(along with the assigned
textbook), it would be nice to
actually have a FW visit our class
too. The FW book directly relates
to this SLO and how their
communities affected their
learning in Long Beach.
(02/26/2018)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2017-18 (Fall 
2017)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
The survey given for this SLO assessment was taken on a 
form (created by Michelle Moen) which asked students 3 
questions as well as prompts regarding strategies for quality 
education, politics, and socioeconomics. (Attached)  Due to 
the assignment being an intentional group experience, 
there seemed to be a lot of discussion and a wide variety of 
answers (including both positive and negative factors). 
These discussions hopefully yielded a lot of personal growth 
during the course of the class.  The survey questions 
encouraged both positive and negative factors in student 
responses, which hopefully prompted students to think a bit 
critically about some of the questions.  After the group time 
concluded, we discussed some of the answers as a large 
group.The survey answers indicated that students drew 
upon class textbook readings, discussions, and personal 
experiences to complete the survey. I was pleasantly 
surprised how well the group assignment was received by 
most all of the students as well as surprised by the variety 
of answers received for each question. If it had been an 
individual survey, I question whether or not I would have 
had the same results. The dialogue that happened during 
the group time seemed to prompt them to think more 
critically about each question. (02/26/2018)
% of Success for this SLO: 100
Faculty Assessment Leader: Michelle Moen
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:

Additional Information:

Survey/Focus Group - After reading
the textbook, participating in class
discussions and activities, as well as
completing class assignments, a
survey or class activity will be given
to assess what the student’s have
learned and their feelings about the
impact of communities upon
families. Students were encouraged
to get into small groups of 3-5
people and discuss the questions
and record their answers on a
handout.
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ECC: CDEV 107:Infant/Toddler Development

Course SLOs Assessment Method
Description Results Actions

SLO #1 Biological and Environmental
Factors - Demonstrate knowledge of
biological and environmental factors
that influence preconception and
prenatal health and development.

Inactive Date:

Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 2017-
18 (Fall 2017)

Course SLO Status: Active

Input Date: 11/10/2015

Comments::

Standard and Target for Success:
80% of students will score a 10  on
this question.

% of Success for this SLO: 39
Faculty Assessment Leader: Jennifer Montgomery
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:

Action: Develop narrated
PowerPoint Presentations to
reinforce terms and concepts.
(05/15/2019)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies
Action: Emphasize the need to
complete the course materials
prior to taking the exams.
Reinforce that their grades
depend on their use of the course
materials provided.
(08/15/2018)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies
Action: Revise the SLO statement
(08/15/2018)
Action Category: SLO/PLO
Assessment Process

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2017-18 (Fall
2017)
Standard Met? : Standard Not Met
N=46
39% scored 10 points
61% scored 5 points

This is an online class.  Student are not fully reading the
book, completing the modules, reading the supplemental
reading, or watching the video clips.

The SLO doesn't clearly fit with this course.  Conception and
prenatal development is covered in CDEV 103 Child Growth
and Development, therefore, the SLO needs to be revised.
(02/10/2018)

Additional Information:

Essay/Written Assignment -
Students answer the following
question on the Mid-Term:
The Development of Perception:
Sensory Learning: Auditory -hearing,
Tactile, touching, Sight-seeing, Smell,
Taste.
What are the five guidelines for
nurturing optimal brain growth and
how do they effect our work with
young children.
Describe brain maturation and the
impact of repeated experiences for
young children.
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ECC: CDEV 108:Principles and Practices of Teaching Young Children

Course SLOs Assessment Method
Description Results Actions

SLO #1 Best Practices - Interpret best
and promising teaching and care
practices as defined within the field
of early care and education’s  history,
range of delivery systems, program
types and philosophies and ethical
standards.

Inactive Date:

Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 2017-
18 (Fall 2017)

Course SLO Status: Active

Input Date: 10/19/2013

Comments::

Standard and Target for Success: It
is expected that 80% of students will
score 70% or above on this SLO.

% of Success for this SLO:
Faculty Assessment Leader: Cynthia Cervantes
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:

Action: Create and implement 1
hands on activity focused on
multiple intelligences.
(03/01/2019)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies
Action: Create two activities that
focus on the whole child and
implement during middle and end
of semester.  (03/01/2019)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2017-18 (Fall
2017)
Standard Met? : Standard Not Met
  45 % of students scored at least 70 % on the quiz.
Administering the ungraded quiz on the same day as the
final exam was not ideal because students were rushing to
leave. Instead of administering a separate ungraded quiz,
questions from midterm or final exam could have been used
to assess this SLO. The following 2 questions were overall
most challenging for students to respond:

Question 1: Only 45% of the students responded correctly
to this question. Therefore, more time should be allotted
for reviewing the whole child in class. The whole child is
defined early in the class, in Chapter 1. An activity or 2
should be incorporated later on in the semester focused on
the whole child.

Question 10: Only 48% of the students responded correctly
to this question. Multiple intelligences are reviewed during
one class session toward the middle of the semester. Even
though multiple intelligences are also covered in CDEV 103,
it appears that more time should be spent in reviewing the
theory. A hands on activity should be incorporated in order
to review concepts from theory.
 (03/02/2018)

Additional Information:

Exam/Test/Quiz - Students will
complete an ungraded 10 question
multiple choice quiz.
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ECC: CDEV 116:Creative Art for Young Children

Course SLOs Assessment Method
Description Results Actions

SLO #1 Supporting Play - Design and
implement curriculum based on
observation and assessment to
support play and learning using
developmental, inclusive and anti-
bias principles in collaboration with
families to support all children.

Inactive Date:

Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 2017-
18 (Fall 2017)

Course SLO Status: Active

Input Date: 10/19/2013

Comments::

Standard and Target for Success:
80% of students will score 80% on
each of the three questions.

% of Success for this SLO: 74
Faculty Assessment Leader: Jennifer Montgomery
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:

Action: Provide examples of art
activites related to a child's home
culture. (12/15/2018)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies
Action: Provide more examples of
culturally responsive materials
throughout the class in order to
reinforce the concept.
(12/10/2018)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies
Action: Revise the SLO statement
and the SLO assessment tool to
assess this SLO more accurately.
(08/15/2018)
Action Category: SLO/PLO
Assessment Process

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2017-18 (Fall
2017)
Standard Met? : Standard Not Met
N=20
Question 1: 73%
Students were able to answer the question, but they had
trouble coming up with 3-5 ideas.  I needed to define the
term "culturally responsive" for them and give them
examples.  This got them on track and they were able to
answer the question.

Question 2: 68%
Students were unable to identify an example of an art
activity related to a child's home culture.

Question 3: 81%
Students were successful with this question.

I also determined that SLO is too broad and needs to be
revised.  (02/10/2018)

Additional Information:

Exam/Test/Quiz - These three exam
questions are related directly to this
SLO.

Q1: Through creative art experiences
children are learning to use art
materials, express feelings and a
sense of self, and making
representations of the world.
Provide 3-5 ideas for including
culturally responsive creative art
materials.

Q2: In a culturally relevant anti-bias
classroom, the art materials must
include colors, patterns, and
textures from the children’s home
cultures and cultures of the
community.  Provide one idea of an
activity that you can do that would
represent the child’s home culture
involving the elements are art.

Q3: Give an example of how you
could include parent participation
and/or family experiences in a
creative art activity.
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ECC: CDEV 126:Child Development Practicum II

Course SLOs Assessment Method
Description Results Actions

SLO #1 Designing Curriculum -
Design, implement and evaluate
curriculum activities that are based
on observation and assessment of
young children.

Inactive Date:

Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 2017-
18 (Fall 2017)

Course SLO Status: Active

Input Date: 10/19/2013

Comments::

Standard and Target for Success:
100% of students  will earn 80% or
above on all Activity Plan
Evaluations.   Sample form attached.

Related Documents:
126 Activity Plan Evaluation Student
and Mentor.doc

% of Success for this SLO: 86
Faculty Assessment Leader: Janet Young
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:

Action: Provide samples of
evaluation narratives to mentor
teachers.  (11/15/2018)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2017-18 (Fall
2017)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
Mentors complete a check-list and provide a narrative as
they see fit.  The amount of feedback from Mentors varies
with some providing more detail than others. The self-
evaluations of student have improved dramatically.  Base
on based assessments, more class time is spent on the self-
evaluation process, two samples of well-written and detail
self-evaluations are presented in class.  I greatly emphasize
that self-evaluation is the most important part of the class. I
return evaluations that are not up to standard and required
that students revise them. These examples are in the
student course packet so students can refer to the
examples throughout the semester.   (12/18/2017)

Additional Information:

Presentation/Skill Demonstration -
Activity Plan Evaluation completed
by the Mentor Teachers and Self-
Evaluation completed by the
students.
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ECC: CDEV 152:Disabilities in the Developing Child

Course SLOs Assessment Method
Description Results Actions

SLO #3 Advocacy - Demonstrate how
you would advocate for effective
partnerships with families,
interdisciplinary teams members,
and community resource specialists.

Inactive Date:

Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 2017-
18 (Fall 2017)

Course SLO Status: Active

Input Date: 11/10/2015

Comments::

Standard and Target for Success:  It
is expected that 85% of students will
score 80% on the SLO.

% of Success for this SLO: 79
Faculty Assessment Leader: Allyson Steiner-Dowling
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:

Action: Addition instruction and
examples for citing the text will be
provided.  (02/25/2019)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies
Action: For the next time the class
is taught a new text book will be
used that is more concise and
relevant to the students and
provides enough information and
does not overwhelm.
(01/10/2019)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2017-18 (Fall
2017)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
100% of students included references to the text and the
previous homework assignment regarding first-person
language and the importance of it.
100% of students also stated the importance of inclusion.
95% of students responded, stating the importance of
confidentiality and that the students were not “retarded”
and that their individual eligibilities as well as the make up
of the class is was confidential.
80% of students discussed the need to refer the parent to
the principal and/or special education Program specialist for
a meeting to discuss school.
Lastly, only 40% of students cited IDEA and ADA and
referenced a child’s right to education with typical peers in
the Least Restrictive Environment.

When combined, the overall success was 79% for this SLO.
However, the main problem was citing IDEA and ADA which
brought down the overall percentage dramatically.    In the
other three areas, students score a combined percentage of
92% (12/12/2017)

Additional Information:

Exam/Test/Quiz - Students respond,
in letter form to the following essay
question on an exam, “Suppose a
parent said to you:  “I don’t want my
child in the same classroom with
those retarded kids.” Write your
appropriate reply.”
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